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Parameters such as source location, seismic moment, energy, source size and stress
drop are routinely calculated from mining-induced seismic data. Seismic moment
tensors are inverted less routinely because their calculation is more complex and
their accuracy depends on the network geometry, amongst a number of other
factors. The models utilised in the source parameter calculations, the most wellknown of which is the Brune model, were developed for the global seismicity
problem and assume a solid, homogeneous earth model. However, the tabular ore
bodies in South African gold and platinum mines are mined extensively and the
excavations (stopes) can extend for many kilometres. The seismic source
mechanisms on deep-level gold mines are generally compatible with shear failure,
see Hoffmann et al (2013), whereas the source mechanisms of events at intermediatelevel bord and pillar mines in the platinum district are more compatible with pillar
failure and accompanying stope closure, see Spottiswoode et al (2006) and
Malovichko et al (2012).
This paper investigates the influence of the stope on seismic inversions for the scalar
moment, corner frequency/source radius, stress drop through numerical modelling
using WAVE3D. The main objective is to determine whether the source parameters
calculated from the recorded waveforms are due to a combination of the stope and
pillar sources, rather than being related only to the shear source in the pillar. The
modelled source is shear failure in a pillar where the fault daylights into the stope.
The results show that the stope appears to have an appreciable effect on the seismic
inversions. The seismic moment and source radius of the shear source in the pillar
are larger for the model with a stope compared to the model with no stope. The
stress drop for the case with a stope is less than the applied stress drop, which could
be an effect of the apparently larger source. This work provides a possible
explanation of the second corner frequency often observed in the spectra of
seismograms recorded in South Africa platinum mines. This has implications for the
accurate determination of source parameters and the assessment of the intensity of
shaking in stopes.
INTRODUCTION
It is widely accepted that the majority of mining-induced events are shear-type events. As a result, the
classical shear-slip model has been used to explain mining-induced seismicity, worldwide since 1975,
Spottiswoode and McGarr (1975). This model was originally developed for global seismic analysis and
considers a planar fault surface within a solid earth, over which instantaneous slip occurs. However,
since the tabular gold and platinum deposits in South Africa are mined extensively and the excavations
can extend for many kilometres, the solid earth assumption is violated.
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In addition, the free surfaces created by mining enable volume changes to occur, such as the crushing
or dilation of a pillar, thus violating the shear-slip approximation. A further implication of having free
surfaces underground, is that if a seismic event occurs near the excavation, it is possible that the stopes
themselves are an integral part of the seismic source. If the event is within one source dimension, then
the timing of stope convergence and ride will overlap in time with the source, affecting both the shear
slip and recordings in the far field.
Previous work done by Donovan et al (2006), attempted to investigate the effects of stopes on the seismic
wavefield generated by the violent failure of a typical crush/yield pillar. Forward modelling
techniques were applied using a finite-difference code called WAVE (Cundall (1992), Hildyard et al
(1995); Hildyard (2001) and Hildyard and Young (2002)), which has the unique ability to model the
effect of voids (or stopes) on the seismic wavefield in three-dimensions. The wave propagation can be
followed from its initiation at a source, through its reflection and refraction from structures in the stope
vicinity.
The effects of excavations on seismic data
This section consolidates the findings of research studies that investigated the effects of excavations on
seismic waves. It is subdivided into studies based on recorded data from specialised underground
networks, and, research where numerical modelling was applied.
Observed effects from recorded data
Attenuation effects
Waves travelling through the fracture zone enveloping excavations suffer greater attenuation of the
high frequencies than the path through solid rock. Cichowicz (2001), estimated that the quality factor
of the medium, Q, was approximately 40 in the fracture zone around stope, whereas Q of around 400 is
typical in unfractured rock away from stope.
Churcher (1990), investigated this path effect further by comparing the signals that travelled through
the solid rock mass versus signals, from the same event, that travelled through the fracture zone. Since
the corner frequency is a parameter that is controlled by the source, it should be independent of
recording site position. However, it was found that the corner frequency values calculated from
waveforms that propagated mainly through unfractured rock were 1.3 to 3.4 times higher than the
values computed from ray paths through fractured ground. Since the source radius and stress drop are
source parameters that depend on corner frequency, the effect of having reduced corner frequencies is
that the source radius will appear to be too large, and the stress drop, too low.
Amplification effects
Milev et al (2002), recorded peak particle velocities (PPVs) on the surface of the excavation using
instruments such as the peak velocity detector (PVD ) and ground motion monitor (GMM), and
compared them with PPVs recorded by the in-mine system. The geophones of the in-mine system were
installed in boreholes at depths of approximately 10 m in solid rock. The PPVs recorded in solid rock
were corrected for distance to compensate for geometrical spreading. Common events (events that
triggered both the PVD and in-mine network), were then compared. The researchers found that the
PPVs recorded on the surface of the excavation were amplified 5 – 6 times. Since an amplification of
two times can be explained by constructive interference from reflections off the free surface, other
explanations must be sought. One reason could be the propagation of surface waves along the free
surface of the excavation.
Possible stope effects
It is instructive to list the characteristics of seismograms generated by shear failure before discussing
those associated with non-shearing sources. Spottiswoode et al (2006), summarise these characteristics
as follows:
1. The dominant frequency of P-waves is noticeably higher than that of S-waves.
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2. The source dimensions calculated using the Brune (1970) model, give realistic estimates of the
size of earthquakes.
3. The P-wave displacement pulses for ray paths through solid rock are clear and unidirectional.
4. The displacement spectrum is flat for frequencies lower than the corner frequency. At
frequencies above the corner frequency, the displacement spectrum falls off with frequency (𝑓)
according to 𝑓 −2 until anelastic attenuation absorbs energy at high frequencies, Spottiswoode
(1993).
5. The seismic moments estimated from P- and S-wave pulses are approximately equal.
6. The seismic moment 𝑀0 estimated from spectra provides an accurate “volume of ride” for shear
sources (𝑀0 = 𝐺 ∫ 𝑅. 𝑑𝐴 = 𝐺𝑉 where 𝐺 is the shear modulus, and the integral can be seen to
represent a volume of ride 𝑉 = 𝑅𝐴, where 𝑅 is the mean ride (m) and 𝐴 is the area of rupture
surface (m2), Ryder (1988).
7. Apparent stress (𝜎𝐴 = 𝐺𝐸/𝑀0, where 𝐺 is the shear modulus, 𝐸 is energy) is used as an estimate
of stress change at the source. Note that magnitude based on radiated energy (i.e. using
𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝐸) = 1.5𝑀 + 4.8 where 𝐸 is in Joules, Gutenberg and Richter (1956), and magnitude based
on seismic moment (𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑀0 ) = 1.5𝑀 + 9.1 where 𝑀0 is in Nm, Hanks and Kanamori (1979),
are identical for 𝜎𝐴 =2 MPa and for 𝐺 = 40 GPa. Values of 𝜎𝐴 are typically about 0.1 MPa for
gold mine events, van Aswegen and Butler (1993). The apparent stress varies from 0.1 - 10 MPa
over the entire range of earthquake sizes (17 orders of 𝑀0), Ide and Beroza (2001).
Spottiswoode et al (2006), propose a failure model which consists of pillar crushing driven by stope
closure. This model explains several characteristics of the data that cannot be explained by the classic
shear slip model:
1. The corner frequency was an order of magnitude lower than that expected from failure of the
pillar.
2. The displacement spectrum falls off with frequency (𝑓) according to 𝑓 −3 at frequencies above
about 100 Hz.
3. The P-wave moments were consistently higher than those estimated from the S-waves.
4. Extremely low apparent stress of about 0.03 MPa, Spottiswoode et al (2006).
In addition, Gibowicz (1990), notes that whenever the size and geometry of underground damage
caused by rockbursts could be estimated in Polish mines, the observed source radius was considerably
smaller than that predicted by the Brune model. Since the source radius 𝑟0 is proportional to the inverse
of the corner frequency 𝑓0 , Gibowicz’s observation that the calculated source radii are too large implies
that the measured corner frequencies are too low.
Modelled effects from observations of simulated data
Effect of high angle fractures
Dynamic photoelastic experiments performed by Daehnke (1997), studied the effects of seismic waves
on high angle fractures in the vicinity of stopes. Photographs of the resulting fringe patterns were
analysed theoretically and back-analysed using the WAVE code to validate the accuracy of the
elastodynamic models.
The physical models consisted of a slot-shaped opening representing the stope, positioned in the centre
of a thin composite plate made from photoelastic materials. The wave patterns emanating from a blast
source in the bulk material were photographed using a high-speed camera. Figure 1 shows a
comparison between the experiment and the WAVE results at a snapshot of 169 µsec. It was concluded
that WAVE accurately modelled the diffraction, refraction, transmission and reflection of stress waves
in these models. Similar experiments in photoelastic material have demonstrated that modelled wave
behaviour can closely correspond to that observed (See Daehnke et al (1996, Daehnke and Hildyard
(1997) and Uenishi (1997).
These experiments suffer from the deficiency of being two-dimensional analyses, and no direct detailed
comparisons between measured and modelled seismograms were made, Hildyard (2007).
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Effect of mine layout on seismic wave propagation
Forward modelling studies in which the effects of an excavation on wave propagation were examined,
are described in Hildyard et al (2001) and Hildyard (2007). One study used a tabular stoping geometry
typical of long-wall mining in deep-level mines in South Africa. The mining layout consisted of an
excavation having a stoping width of 1.5 m and extending laterally for hundreds of metres. Wave
propagation was simulated for a vertical slip event, in the footwall of the pillar.
The event occurred in the footwall of the pillar, parallel to the direction of mining advance, just behind
the face position of the mining. The event had a moment of 1.2×105MNm, and a moment magnitude of
1.3. The rupture was propagated at 3000 m/s, with a uniform stress drop of 9.35 MPa. The stress drop
at any point occurred over 2 m, and the whole event over 6 m.

Figure 1. The effect of high angle fractures (a) physical model (b) numerical mode. From Daehnke (1997)
In Figure 2, the maximum vertical velocity in a plane 2 m below the stope is compared with the case if
the excavation did not exist. It was found that the influence of the stope on the wave propagation is
significant and affects the amplitude and distribution of PPV. The modelled PPVs were six times those
at similar distances in the solid model. The effect on the induced tensile stresses is even more marked,
where the value 200 m from the event is increased from 0.06 MPa in the solid model to 1.6 MPa due to
the influence of the excavation (See Figure 3).

Figure 2. Plan sections through two three-dimensional elastic models. Model (a) shows a tabular mining
excavation, while model (b) is a purely solid material. Contours indicate the maximum vertical velocity (in m/s)
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induced in a plane. From Hildyard (2007)
Velocities at the far pillar are up to six times that of the solid model without the excavation. Maximum
amplitudes follow the face outline, and the maximum amplitudes deep into the stope are around four
times that of the solid model without the excavation. Hildyard (2007), concluded that a relatively small
event (magnitude of 1.3) occurring near the edge of a stope can lead to these amplifications and induce
tensile stresses 200 m from the event. This effect is caused by surface waves propagating along the free
surface of the excavation.
Wang and Cai (2015), investigated the effect of the wavelength to excavation span (λ/D) ratio on ground
motion and PPVs using SPECFEM2D. They concluded that the λ/D ratio has a significant influence on
the ground motions and PPV distribution surrounding underground openings. The study showed that
higher PPVs were observed when the λ/D ratio was increased, suggesting larger span excavations may
be at increased risk to dynamic failures. When λ/D > 30, the loading is considered quasi-static whereas
for λ/D < 20 significant interaction of seismic waves takes place and loading must be considered
dynamic. For the majority of mine excavations influenced by fault slip events λ/D < 10, Wang and Cai
(2015).
The influence of the λ/D ratio on PPV amplification also investigated by Raffaldi et al (2017), using
UDEC. The graph in Figure 4 shows a clear relationship between PPV amplification and source
frequency, with maximum amplification occurring at a frequency of 150 Hz, which represents a λ/D
ratio of 3. Note that these UDEC models were two-dimensional.

Figure 3. Maximum induced tensile stress (in MPa) for σzz. Plan sections are shown for two distances below the
excavation, and indicate that horizontal tensile stress of up to 2 MPa is induced close to the surface, and that
this falls off rapidly with distance from the surface. From Hildyard (2007)
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Figure 4. PPV amplification factor versus source frequency applying a PPV input of 0.25 m/s. From Raffaldi et
al ( 2017)
McKenzie (2017), also explored the effect of λ/D ratio on PPV amplification using WAVE3D. The key
difference between this study and those by Wang and Cai (2015) and Raffaldi et al (2017), is that it
incorporates the third spatial dimension. The relationship between source frequency and the PPV
amplification factor is consistent with that shown by Raffaldi et al (2017). However, the equivalent
modelling in 3D for two sets of tunnels with different diameters (4 x 4 m and 4 x 8 m) did not show a
clear relationship between the λ/D ratio and PPV amplification. The testing does show clearly that
source frequency controls the extent of PPV amplification, but there is not a correlation between the
λ/D ratio and the amplification factor between the smaller tunnels and any of the three orientations
modelled for the larger tunnels. McKenzie (2017), concludes that although it was not possible to
establish a clear relationship between the λ/D ratio and PPV amplification in 3D, as was achieved by
Raffaldi et al (2017), the discrepancy is possibly the result of modelling a specific source mechanism in
WAVE3D. Raffaldi et al (2017), assume a plane wave interacting with a tunnel, in 2D, whereas the
McKenzie (2017), study models wave fronts striking in a variety of oblique orientations relative to the
different excavations.
Effect of the fracture zone on seismic wave propagation
Linkov and Durrheim (1998), propose that amplification is due to additional energy release as waves
pass through the fracture zone, which is in a post-failure, strain-softening state. In a further study
discussed in Hildyard et al (2001), the effect of fractures on the near-field and far-field PPVs were
evaluated for stope-normal (vertical) and stope-parallel (horizontal) fractures. In addition to the
fracture zone causing waves to attenuate due to scattering of high frequencies, see Churcher (1990).
Hildyard (2001), found that the effective elastic modulus of rock may be reduced, which may increase
amplitudes for long wavelengths leading to velocity amplifications. This study showed that the
amplitudes in both the near- and far-field were complexly influenced by: stress drop, sense of slip,
excavation surface, excavation outline, and the proximity of any part of the source, rather than the
source centre, to the excavation. The stope free surface caused the near-field PPV to increase by 40%,
and the far-field PPVs increased by 600 %. The effect of the fracturing was to cause an up to 50% increase
in both near- and far-field stope velocities. Hildyard (2007), concluded that the damage potential from
an event near an excavation cannot be readily inferred from aspects such as moment, magnitude and
the proximity to the source centre, as this ignores the effect of free surfaces and fracturing.
Durrheim (2012), suggests that the amplification of PPVs in the fracture zone could be due to velocity
contrasts, trapping seismic energy from seismic waves and enhancing surface wave formation (e.g. Love
and Raleigh waves). A recent study by Zhang et al (2015), investigated the effect of fracturing on
velocity amplification through universal distinct element code (UDEC) modelling. The model consisted
of a one-dimensional elastic rock bar has a length of 300 m and a width of 1 m. A dynamic load was
applied normal to the surface of the bar and propagated through a series of regularly spaced parallel
fractures. Their results showed that multiple near-surface fractures amplify PPVs, with recorded
increases of 2—3.6 times above input velocities. The dominant influencing factors were ascribed to:
wave frequency, fracture zone thickness, fracture spacing and fracture stiffness. These authors suggest
that the primary mechanism through which fractures caused amplification was the interaction of
fractures with seismic body waves.
Effect of the stope on seismic parameter inversions
In a separate study that applied forward modelling techniques, Linzer and Hildyard (2005), the effect
of stopes on the accuracy of seismic inversions for source parameters was analysed. WAVE was used
to model seismic wave propagation around a faulting source which daylights into a stope. The main
objective was to determine whether the source parameters calculated from recordings (seismograms) of
the radiated wavefield were influenced by the presence of the stope. Since the source mechanism is
known in detail (because the source is explicitly input into the model) the accuracy of the seismic
inversions could be evaluated.
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The results showed significant influences due to the stopes. The stope appeared to have an appreciable
effect on the seismic inversion for the scalar moment since the moment computed from the seismograms
was almost double the moment of the fault source, indicating that the stope could be behaving like a
source and contributing to the overall wavefield. In addition, the source area calculated from the
seismograms was significantly larger than the fault source area of the model. However, the conclusions
of Linzer and Hildyard (2005), admitted some uncertainty, particularly as to whether the seismograms
were recorded at sufficiently far distances in comparison to the source size and typical field
measurements.
This paper builds on an unpublished study and takes advantage of the advances in computing
capabilities. Models that previously had to be run on a cluster can now be run on a high-end desktop
workstation.
WAVE3D MODELLING
Description of the models
Two models were run in WAVE3D, each having a shearing source. The control case consisted of just
the shearing source to isolate the stope effect, whereas the second model included a stope. Each model
comprised an orthogonal, equispaced grid of 720 x 720 x 720 elements (a total of 374 million grid points)
with grid spacing of 1 m. These models each required 32 GB of RAM and took 16 hours to complete
when run on a high-end workstation. In 2006, similarly sized models had to be run on a cluster and ran
over five days.
The shearing source consisted of a 20 m x 20 m vertical fault positioned below and in the centre of the
60 m x 60 m stope. The fault plane daylights into the stope (i.e. the slip plane is exposed in the stope).
The slip-plane was explicitly included in the model. The rupture was initiated at a central point at the
top of the slip-plane and propagated downwards along the plane at a rate of 90 per cent of the S-wave
velocity. The P-wave velocity used was 6610 m/s and the S-wave velocity was 3865 m/s. The source
geometry for the shearing source is shown in Figure 5. Twenty-four triaxial geophones with axes
oriented parallel to the x-, y- and z-axes of the model were placed around the source centre at a distance
of 320 m from the source and were positioned to provide complete coverage of the focal sphere in three
dimensions.

Figure 5. Model geometry for the shearing source daylighting into a stope. Geophone positions shown by
triangles
The hypocentral distance for all geophones is 320 m, 32 times the source radius of the slip plane.
Consequently, the recordings related to slip of the fault plane should be in the far-field and the near-
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field terms should be negligibly small. If co-seismic convergence of the 60 m2 x 60 m2 stope occurs when
the fault slips, the stope could radiate elastic waves contributing to the total wavefield. The hypocentral
distance of 320 m is just over 10 times the source radius of the stope, and therefore the near-field
contribution of the stope should also be negligible.
Results and discussion
The synthetic seismograms, recorded by the spherically arranged geophones were converted into
PRISM format and imported into AURA, the seismogramme processing tool written by CSIR. An
AURA database was set up using the network geometry specified in the WAVE3D job files, and the
converted seismograms were imported into AURA. The P- and S-wave phases of the synthetic
seismograms were picked and the events located. Source parameters (moment, magnitude, source
radius and stress drop) were also computed from the windowed P and S-wave phases. The source
parameter results are given in Table I.
Table I. Source parameters calculated from synthetic seismogrammes
WAVE job

X
[m]

Y
[m]

Z
[m]

Err.
[m]

Mag.

MoP
[109N.m]

MoS
[109N.m]

Mo
[109N.m]

MoP/MoS

Shear source, no
stope

361.0

369.1

361.3

1.2

1.4

296

446

396

0.7

Shear source
with stope

360.8

361.6

361.3

4.3

1.7

534

715

655

0.7

WAVE job

EP [MJ]

ES
[MJ]

Energy
[MJ]

foP
[Hz]

foS
[Hz]

fo
[Hz]

rP
[m]

rS
[m]

r
[m]

Δσ
[MPa]

Shear source, no
stope

2.7

82.0

84.7

107.0

87.2

97.1

23.0

16.5

20.6

19.8

Shear source
with stope

4.7

253.0

258.0

80.2

86.7

83.5

30.7

16.6

25.8

16.7

X,Y,Z = Event location; Error = Location error; Mag. = Moment magnitude; M oP, MoS = Moment
calculated from P- and S-windows of modelled velocity seismograms; EP, ES = Energy calculated from
P- and S-windows of modelled velocity seismograms; foP, foS = Corner frequencies calculated from the
velocity spectra from the P- and S-wave windows; fo = Corner frequency calculated from the velocity
spectra (weighted average of foP and foS); rP, rS = Source radii calculated from the P- and S-wave
windows; r = Source radius (weighted average of r P and rS); Δσ = Stress drop.
Snapshots for the two models consisting of contoured values of PPV in the x-y plane (vertical crosssection through the source centre) for six discrete time intervals (from 3.4 m/s to 67.32 m/s after event
initiation) are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. To enable comparison between the two models, the same
colour scale is used for all cases, where red represents PPV values of 0.5 m/s and above. The maximum
PPV for each timestep is also indicated on the figures. The effect of the propagating source is to
compress the wavefield below the source, causing a Doppler shift to the higher frequencies. The
presence of the stope disturbs the radiation pattern generated by the shear source and prevents wave
propagation through the stope while causing the wavefield to diffract around the edges of the stope.
The PPVs generated by the shear source below the stope are significantly higher than those for the case
with no stope, reaching maxima of 3.1 m/s (stope case) and 1.4 m/s (solid case) some 6.8 m/s after
source initiation. Not only are the PPVs higher for the stope case (See Figure 8), but the areas having
PPVs > 0.5 m/s are significantly larger.
Examples of the synthetic seismograms recorded by site 1 (See Figure 5) of the 24 geophone sites, for
the two models are given in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The red, blue and green traces are the seismograms
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recorded by three channels of a triaxial geophone, where the sensors are oriented orthogonal to one
another (red: channel along x-axis; blue: channel along y-axis and green: channel along z-axis). In all
the figures showing seismograms the waveforms are rotated towards the source to maximise the Pwave in the radial direction (while minimising the S-waves) and maximise the S-waves in the transverse
directions (while minimising the P-wave). Velocity seismograms are given, as well as the integrated
velocity traces (i.e. displacements).
The P-S wave separation is excellent for all the traces, enabling the onset of the wave phases to be picked.
The traces generated by the shear sources (in a solid, and with a stope) show well-developed S-waves,
indicative of a source dominated by shearing. This is consistent with the P-S moment ratios of ~0.7
given in Table I.

Shear source in solid

Shear source with stope

t = 0.0068 ms, max PPV = 1.435 m/s

t = 0.0068 ms, max PPV = 3.07 m/s

t = 0.0136 ms, max PPV = 1.005 m/s

t = 0.0136 ms, max PPV = 1.13 m/s
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t = 0.0204 ms, max PPV = 0.617 m/s

t = 0.0204 ms, max PPV = 0.717 m/s

t = 0.0272 ms, max PPV = 0.351 m/s

t = 0.0272 ms, max PPV = 0.408 m/s

Figure 6. Snapshots (vertical cross-sections) for timesteps 2, 4, 6 and 8 ms comparing the PPV generated by a
shear source (left) in a solid (right) in a solid with a stope. Linear scale (Red, Max = 0.5 m/s)

Shear source in solid

Shear source with stope

t = 0.0340 ms, max PPV = 0.0.268 m/s

t = 0.0340 ms, max PPV = 0.314 m/s

t = 0.0408 ms, max PPV = 0.277 m/s

t = 0.0408 ms, max PPV = 0.321 m/s
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t = 0.0476 ms, max PPV = 0.205 m/s

t = 0.0476 ms, max PPV = 0.291

t = 0.0544 ms, max PPV = 0.178 m/s

t = 0.0544 ms, max PPV = 0.283 m/s

Figure 7. Snapshots (vertical cross-sections) for timesteps 10, 12, 14 and 16 ms comparing the PPV generated
by a shear source (left) in a solid (right) in a solid with a stope. Linear scale (Red, Max = 0.5 m/s)
PPV for each time step (shear source)
3.5
Shear, no stope

3.0

Shear, with stope

PPV (m/s)

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
Time steps (s)

0.10

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 8. PPVs generated by shear sources, for the solid case and the case with a stope
The velocity and displacement traces for the shear source in the solid are nearly perfect textbook
examples of signals generated by a shear source (See Figure 9). There is a small amount of overshoot
(e.g., blue displacement trace), but it is not clear what the cause is. Comparison of the integrated
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displacements recorded at site 1 for the shear model with a stope with that in the solid shows that longer
wavelengths are present in the wavefield, evidently a result of the presence of the stope.
It is instructive to compare signals recorded above and below the stope plane for the shearing source.
Site 11 is located in the hangingwall above the stope plane, and site 5 is in the footwall below the stope
plane (See Figure 10). Velocity and integrated displacement traces recorded above and below the stope
plane for a shear source in a solid, and in the presence of a stope are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
The stope significantly increases the complexity of the velocity and displacement traces recorded above
the plane of the stope. The recordings made in the footwall, below the plane of the stope, show slightly
less complexity probably because the shear source is also in the footwall. However, the waveforms
differ significantly from those for the model of the shear source in the solid.
The velocity spectra for sites above and below the stope are shown in Figure 13. The spectra are
compared with the modelled cases where no stope is present. The stope has an obvious effect and
causes low frequency components to be added to all the traces, in the range 1 Hz to 200 Hz, with a peak
at about 100 Hz.
Shear source, no stope

Shear source, with stope

Site 1: Velocity, rotated into P-SV-SH

Site 1: Velocity, rotated into P-SV-SH

Site 1: Displacement, rotated into P-SV-SH

Site 1: Displacement, rotated into P-SV-SH

Figure 9. Velocity and displacement traces recorded at Site 1 for a magnitude 1.4 shear source in a solid and
with a stope (red: channel along x-axis; blue: channel along y-axis and green: channel along z-axis)

Figure 10. Position of geophone sites selected above and below stope plane
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Figure 11. Site 5. Shear source. (top) Velocity and (bottom) integrated displacement recorded above stope plane
for (left) source in solid (right) source with stope (red: channel along x-axis; blue: channel along y-axis and
green: channel along z-axis)

Figure 12. Site 5. Shear source. (top) Velocity and (bottom) integrated displacement recorded above stope plane
for (left) source in solid (right) source with stope (red: channel along x-axis; blue: channel along y-axis and
green: channel along z-axis)
The modelled source of shear failure in a pillar where the fault daylights into the stope is likely to be a
worst-case scenario. Preliminary investigation shows that with non-daylighting faults the waveforms
are affected in a similar way and differ considerably from the waveforms without a stope present. In
the case where the fault does not intersect the stope the stope convergence is less, resulting in a lower
stope contribution to the wavefield.
It is expected that the properties of the stope will influence the overall behaviour of the system.
Preliminary investigations, however shows that the effect of backfill is very limited and only noticeable
with a very high stiffness. The effect of in-stope pillars has not been modelled as part of this
investigation. Due to the high stiffness of the pillars it is expected that their influence will be more
considerable. It is also expected that the presence of in-stope pillars would limit the span, which limits
the lower frequency contribution in favour of higher frequencies.
Future work will attempt to model more realistic scenarios by including a fracture zone around the
stope, in-stope pillars, an actual bord and pillar geometry, and a comparison of synthetic waveforms
with recorded seismograms.
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Summary of observations
The main observations can be summarised as follows:
1. The PPVs generated by the shear source below a stope are significantly higher than those for
the case with no stope, reaching maxima of 3.1 m/s (stope case) and 1.4 m/s (solid case) some
6.8 m/s after source initiation.
2. The shear sources in the presence of a stope show that longer wavelengths are present in the
wavefield, evidently a result of the presence of the stope.
3. The stope increases the complexity of the traces.
4. The stope has an obvious effect and causes low frequency components to be added to all the
traces, in the range 1 - 200 Hz, with a peak at about 100 Hz.
The following observations refer to the source parameters listed in Table .
1. The magnitudes (calculated from the integrated square of the energy) for the shear model in the
presence of a stope are larger than those computed from the solid models. It therefore appears
that the stope is adding to the overall size of the event.
2. The moments calculated from the spectra mirror the magnitude trends. The moment of the fault
source explicitly included in the model is 292×109 N.m and that of the stope is 382×109 N.m.
Adding the two moments together give a total moment of 674×109 N.m. For the shear source
with no stope, the moment computed from spectra of the synthetic seismograms is 396×10 9 N.m
for the case in the solid, and 655×109 N.m for the case with the stope. Since the moments
computed from the seismograms are all larger than the fault moment calculated directly from
the model, the stope is clearly contributing to the moment.
3. The shear source models had an area of 400 m2 for the fault, and 3600 m2 for the stope. The
source areas computed from the source radii, which are computed from the spectra, are 1333 m2
for the shear source in the solid and 2091 m2 for the shear source with the stope.
4. The actual stress drop applied in the model was 50 MPa. The stress drops computed from the
source radii for the shear sources, in a solid, and near the stope, are lower: 20 MPa and 17 MPa,
respectively. This could be the effect of the apparently larger source i.e. the stress of the model
is applied only over the fault source area, but since the stope is part of the effective source, the
average stress drop is much lower than 50 MPa.
CONCLUSIONS
The programme WAVE3D was used to simulate the complex wavefield that could result from the
combination of stope and faulting sources. It was found that the source parameters calculated from
synthetic seismograms generated by a shearing source below a stope were significantly influenced by
the stope. The seismic moment computed from the seismograms exceeded that of the moment of the
fault by itself, indicating that the stope is contributing to the overall radiated wavefield.
Other effects were to increase the PPVs in the vicinity of the stope; to introduce longer wavelengths into
the wavefield; increase the source radius and reduce the stress drop; and, to increase the complexity of
the waveforms.
This work provides a possible explanation of the second corner frequency often observed in the spectra
of seismograms recorded in South Africa platinum mines. This has implications for the accurate
determination of source parameters and the assessment of the intensity of shaking in stopes.
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Shear source above stope plane

Shear source below stope plane

(a) x-component

(d) x-component

(b) y-component

(e) y-component

(c) z-component

(f) z-component

Figure 13. Shear source. Velocity spectra calculated from entire seismogramme for sites above and below the
stope plane. Red: shear source with stope, black: shear source with no stope
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